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ABSTRACT6

Operational numerical weather prediction systems currently only assimilate infrared and7

microwave satellite observations, whereas visible and near-infrared reflectances that com-8

prise information on atmospheric clouds are not exploited. One of the reasons for that is9

the absence of computationally efficient observation operators. On the road towards an10

operational forward operator for the future regional Km-scale Ensemble Data Assimilation11

(KENDA) system of Deutscher Wetterdienst, we have developed a version that is fast enough12

for investigating the assimilation of cloudy reflectances in a case study approach. The op-13

erator solves the radiative transfer equation to simulate visible and near-infrared channels14

of satellite instruments based on the one-dimensional (1D) discrete ordinate method. As15

input, model output of the operational limited area COnsortium for Small-scale MOdeling16

(COSMO) model of Deutscher Wetterdienst, is used. Assumptions concerning subgrid-scale17

processes, calculation of in-cloud values of liquid water content, ice water content and cloud18

microphysics are summarized and the accuracy of the 1D simulation is estimated through19

comparison with three-dimensional (3D) Monte Carlo solver results. In addition, the effects20

of a parallax correction and horizontal smoothing are quantified. The relative difference21

between the 1D simulation in ”independent column approximation” and the 3D calculation22

is typically less than 9 % between 06− 15 UTC, computed from four scenes during one day23

(with local noon at 11:15 UTC). The parallax corrected version reduces the deviation to24

less than 6 % for reflectance observations with a central wavelength of 810 nm. Horizontal25

averaging can further reduce the error of the 1D simulation. In all cases, the systematic26

difference is less than 1 % for the model domain.27
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1. Introduction28

Extending the use of satellite radiances for numerical weather prediction (NWP) is a29

high priority at many forecast centers. While the assimilation of satellite radiances has led30

to some of the greatest increases in forecast skill that have been achieved during the last31

decade, the current use of satellite radiances is still restrictive with only a small fraction of32

the available observations being included in a data assimilation (DA) process. Particularly, a33

better exploitation of cloud or precipitation affected satellite measurements could bear great34

potential for further improvements of weather forecasting (Bauer et al. 2011a). These data35

specifically provide information from overcast regions which are typically sensitive regions36

with great importance for NWP (McNally 2002). In particular, information linked to cloud37

variables and precipitation could help to improve the forecast of convective precipitation38

which is one of the key targets for regional high resolution limited area models.39

The assimilation of radiances that are affected by clouds or precipitation is, however,40

much more difficult than in clear air (Errico et al. 2007). Crucial reasons for this are the41

complexity and non-linearity of the relevant forward operators that increase substantially in42

the presence of water in the condensed or frozen phase, see e.g. Bennartz and Greenwald43

(2011). Such forward operators (also called observation operators) which compute the model44

equivalent for the respective observation types are vital parts of modern DA systems. For45

variational DA systems, also their linearized and adjoint versions are required, while for46

ensemble DA systems the forward operator itself is sufficient.47

For satellite radiances, the forward operator includes a radiative transfer (RT) model48

which computes the radiances that would be measured by the satellite instrument for a49

given atmospheric state. In the presence of clouds RT computations can become very de-50

manding (Liou 1992), especially in the solar spectral range. However, a crucial requirement51

for developing a DA system that can deal with cloudy radiances is a sufficiently fast and52

reliable RT model for the respective wavelengths.53

So far, most of the radiance assimilation efforts (including those concerning cloud affected54
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measurements) were made for global models (i.e. synoptic scale) and focused on radiation in55

the microwave (MW) or infrared (IR) spectral bands (Bauer et al. 2011b). In some respect,56

the situation is easiest for the MW spectrum, where clouds are rather transparent and only57

very thick water clouds and rain significantly impair the ability to undertake quantitative58

retrievals. As a consequence, the corresponding RT operator is more linear than for IR59

radiances and an all sky approach has been successfully adopted at the European Centre for60

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (Bauer et al. 2010).61

For IR radiances, RT computations are more non-linear and very sensitive to the input62

cloud variables. For this reason, assimilation methods have been developed that intend to63

“subtract” the influence of clouds on the RT computations in order to assimilate the same64

fields as for clear air assimilation despite the presence of clouds (McNally 2009; Pavelin et al.65

2008; Pangaud et al. 2009) rather than exploiting the cloud information contained in the66

cloudy radiances. The temperature and humidity fields constrain the occurrence of clouds67

to a certain extent, but the full observed information on clouds is not directly assimilated.68

A central task for limited area models is to produce a more accurate short term forecast69

of clouds and precipitation. For the initialization of such models the explicit exploitation70

of cloud information therefore has higher priority than for global models. One of the most71

fundamental problems in this context is to improve location errors, i.e., situations where72

observed clouds are displaced or completely missing in the model (or where model clouds73

have no counterpart in the observations). Some recent work has shown that variational DA74

methods (while showing skill in improving properties of correctly located model clouds) have75

strong limitations in such situations and often a cloud mask is employed for explicitly lim-76

iting the assimilation to cases where model clouds and observed clouds are sufficiently close77

(Polkinghorne and Vukicevic (2011); Seaman et al. (2010); OKAMOTO (2013) Chevallier78

et al. (2004), Stengel et al. (2013) and Stengel et al. (2010)). An interesting method for79

tackling such limitations was developed by Renshaw and Francis (2011). Another approach80

are ensemble DA methods which seem to be less severely affected by this problem (Otkin81
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(2010, 2012a,b); Zupanski et al. (2011)).82

While most of the radiance assimilation experiments so far have focused on the IR and83

MW radiances, forward operators which also include the visible (VIS, 390 − 700 nm) and84

near-infrared (NIR, 0.7 − 5 µm) spectral range have also been developed, e.g. Greenwald85

et al. (2002, 2004), Evans (2007).86

In this paper we present another forward operator which is also suitable for radiances in87

this spectral range and which can be used in the pre-operational regional Km-scale Ensemble88

Data Assimilation (KENDA) system of Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) that is based on a89

Local Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter (LETKF, Hunt et al. (2007)). More precisely, the90

operator is designed to enable the KENDA system to assimilate data from the geostationary91

platform Meteosat which are available with a high temporal resolution.92

If the aim is to exploit cloud information, it seems natural to draw the attention to the93

VIS and NIR spectrum even though the corresponding RT computations are comparably94

complex. VIS and NIR observations provide a wealth of cloud information and by this a much95

earlier detection of convective activity than, e.g., radar observations which are sensitive to96

larger droplets only. Given the major focus of convective-scale models to forecast convective97

precipitation for comparably short-lead times (typically a few hours to one day), these are98

seen as a promising data source to represent convective activity correctly already at early99

stages. VIS and NIR channels also saturate less quickly than IR for water clouds and by this100

they contain more information on the optical thickness and the related cloud water content,101

where the IR would provide only a yes/no information and the cloud top temperature. For102

this reason, remote sensing of optical thickness and effective radius is only done during103

daytime using the solar channels.104

Another advantage of VIS channels is that low cumulus clouds are better distinguishable105

from the surface signal since they are usually much brighter than the surface, whereas in106

the IR low clouds are hardly distinguishable from the surface due to their similar brightness107

temperatures. Finally, compared to IR channels, VIS and NIR are less sensitive to thin108
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cirrus clouds and may therefore also provide information about clouds below thin cirrus109

which would be hidden in the IR. The resolution of VIS and NIR satellite observations of110

typically a few km also matches well with the grid-spacing of current regional models. The111

Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed Imager (SEVIRI) aboard the satellites of Meteosat112

Second Generation (MSG), e.g., has a resolution of 3 km at the sub-satellite point. MW and113

most IR observations that are currently assimilated at the operational centers (such as AIRS,114

IASI, SSM/I, etc.) in contrast, are well-matched with the grid-spacing of global models. The115

goal for convective-scale data assimilation systems should therefore be to include VIS and116

NIR in addition to MW and IR channels as the different observation types are in many ways117

complementary.118

In the past, many decisions with respect to wavelength selection and assimilation strategy119

were made with regard to variational DA systems that are extremely demanding concerning120

the possible linearization of the forward operator as non-linearities can prevent the conver-121

gence of the minimization of the cost function. Lately, many operational centers started to122

develop DA systems based on Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) methods for their limited123

area models. While these also make assumptions about the linearity of the assimilation124

problem, they are expected to be more robust with respect to the occurrence of non-linear125

effects (Kalnay et al. 2008). Since the assimilation of cloud information is a high priority for126

these models, we believe that the direct assimilation of VIS and NIR radiances yields a great127

potential. However, no operational global or regional NWP model assimilates such observa-128

tions and also assimilation experiments exploring the impact of these wavelengths seem to129

be extremely rare and, to our knowledge, all in the context of variational DA systems (where130

no significant positive impact could be demonstrated which, however, could be linked to the131

inability of such systems to correct for location errors, see Polkinhorne and Vukicevic, 2010).132

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the configuration of the oper-133

ational limited area COSMO (COnsortium for Small-scale MOdeling) model used at DWD134

and its relevant output for the RT calculations. Furthermore, the concept of RT and the135
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particular solvers applied in this article are described. In section 3, important parameter-136

izations used in the forward operator are summarized. These include the total liquid and137

ice water content calculated from both grid-scale model variables and assumptions about138

the subgrid-scale cloud water mixing ratios (liquid and frozen). In addition, the parameter-139

izations of effective scattering radii of water droplets and ice crystals in clouds are given.140

Section 4 describes the pre-processing parallax correction that is applied to simulate 1D RT141

in columns tilted towards the satellite to account for the slant viewing angle. The accuracy142

assessment based on the comparison of 1D and 3D results is presented in section 5 and a143

summary is given in section 6.144

2. Models145

This section provides a description of the limited area COSMO-DE configuration of the146

operational model used at DWD, the processing of its output to synthetic satellite images147

using forward operators and the main properties of the employed 1D and 3D RT solvers used148

in this study.149

a. Meteorological Model and Data150

The forecast fields used to simulate synthetic satellite images are produced by the COSMO151

community model (Baldauf et al. 2011). The COSMO model has been used for operational152

numerical weather prediction at DWD since 1999. The convection-permitting model con-153

figuration COSMO-DE has been operational since April 2007. The model domain has a154

horizontal grid-spacing of 2.8 km and consists of 421 × 461 grid points. The area covers155

Germany as well as Switzerland, Austria and parts of the other neighboring countries of156

Germany. In the vertical, it consists of 50 model layers. The model explicitly resolves deep157

convection, while shallow convection is parameterized (Baldauf et al. 2011).158

The VIS and NIR operator uses the model output of temperature, pressure, mixing ratios159
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of humidity, cloud liquid water, cloud ice and snow, as well as cloud fraction in each layer and160

the base and top heights of shallow convective clouds. In addition, the temporally constant161

parameters orography, geometrical height of model layer boundaries, latitude and longitude162

are input for the operator. As a case study, 22 June 2011 has been chosen and output fields163

from 3h-forecasts at 06, 09, 12, 15 and 18 UTC have been used for the simulations. This is164

a particularly interesting day from the meteorological point of view since on 22 June 2011165

a well-developed cold front at the leading edge of an upper-level trough passed Germany.166

A strong jet streak at 500 hPa overlapped with low-level instability providing favorable167

conditions for deep convection. Heavy rain, hail, strong winds and a tornado were observed168

in central Germany. Satellite imagery of this event is provided in section 5. On such a day,169

the assimilation of VIS and NIR channels could be particularly beneficial by identifying the170

convective activity better and at an early stage.171

b. Radiative Transfer Models172

As a tool to simulate RT for solar radiation, the software package libRadtran by Mayer173

and Kylling (2005) is applied. It contains the uvspec model, a command line based executable174

to solve RT using input files. The input files are used to concisely define an atmospheric scene175

in terms of profiles of water and ice clouds represented by their liquid water content (LWC),176

ice water content (IWC), surface albedo, trace gases, aerosol, pressure and temperature. In177

combination with information about microphysical cloud properties such as the effective radii178

of scattering particles, the corresponding optical properties are searched for in lookup tables.179

The parameterizations used to calculate LWC, IWC and the corresponding effective radii are180

described in section 3. Subsequently, the optical properties given in terms of the extinction181

coefficient, the single scattering albedo and the scattering phase function are passed on to the182

RT solver which calculates reflectances. Finally, a post-processing step takes into account183

the extraterrestrial solar spectrum, including Earth-Sun distance variations, to determine184

the final output (as chosen by the user, in our case reflectance).185
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libRadtran includes several RT solvers of varying complexity and degree of approxima-186

tion. In the context of this study, two solvers are applied. The first one is the 1D solver187

based on the discrete ordinate method (DISORT) by Stamnes et al. (1988), modified and188

translated into C-code by Buras et al. (2011) that is used in our proposed forward operator.189

The second one is the Monte Carlo code for the physically correct tracing of photons in190

cloudy atmospheres (MYSTIC) 3D solver (Emde and Mayer 2007; Mayer 2009; Buras and191

Mayer 2011) that is used as ”model truth”.192

Each solver provides a numerical solution to the radiative transfer equation (Chan-193

drasekhar 1960),194

dI

β ds
= −I +

ω

4π

∫
P (Ω,Ω′) I(Ω′) dΩ′ + (1− ω)B(T ) , (1)

where I denotes the radiance for a certain location and direction, β is the volume extinc-195

tion coefficient, ω the single scattering albedo, B(T ) the Planck function and P (Ω,Ω′) the196

scattering phase function determining the probability of scattering from a beam direction Ω′197

to Ω. For the case at hand, where the focus lies on RT in the solar channels, the emission198

given by the last term involving B(T ) is negligible for VIS and comparably small for the199

NIR channel used in this study. At longer wavelengths, however, thermal emission becomes200

more important.201

The 1D solver DISORT solves Eq. (1) in a horizontally homogeneous plane-parallel at-202

mosphere1 by discretizing into a finite amount of angular streams s on which the scattering203

integral is evaluated in terms of Gaussian quadrature. For this purpose, the scattering phase204

function is expanded into a finite series of Legendre polynomials.2 The RT equation is solved205

in each of the nz atmospheric layers with constant optical properties. Thus, a total number206

of 2 s nz equations has to be evaluated, where continuity requirements for the radiance field207

need to be satisfied at the level interfaces. In the presented examples, nz is set to 50 and208

1Meaning a horizontally infinitely extended model atmosphere with parallel layers in which optical prop-

erties only vary vertically.
2A detailed description is given in Zdunkowski et al. (2007) to which the interested reader is referred.
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the number of angular streams s is set to 16. The 1D solver is sufficiently fast for case209

study purposes in an offline DA calculation. Nevertheless, having a computation time of210

approximately 5-10 minutes per scene over the whole model domain (run on 37 processors),211

it is still beyond the limitations of an operational ensemble DA system.212

The Monte Carlo solver MYSTIC is a probabilistic approach to the solution of Eq. (1).213

It traces model photons on their way through the atmosphere. Scattering and absorption214

in the atmosphere and reflection and absorption at the ground are accounted for. At each215

interaction point, the properties (e.g. type of extinction process, scattering angles in the216

case of scattering, etc.) are drawn randomly using the respective cumulative probability217

density and the Mersenne-Twister MT 19937 random number generator (Matsumoto and218

Nishimura 1998). The length of a path in between interaction grid boxes can be calculated by219

integrating the extinction coefficient along the path until the optical depth drawn randomly220

from the inverse Lambert-Beer probability density is reached. For each scattering process the221

same scattering phase function as for the DISORT solver is used for randomly choosing the222

scattering angle. These steps are repeated for a large number of model photons. MYSTIC223

has been validated in an extended model intercomparison project (I3RC), in Cahalan et al.224

(2005), where the agreement between the individual models was typically on the 1 % level.225

For our application, we are interested in satellite radiances (or equivalently reflectances),226

which are difficult to obtain from standard Monte Carlo simulations, because the photons227

rarely hit the detector, let alone coming from the direction of viewing. Therefore so-called228

variance reduction techniques are used which increase the efficiency by several orders of229

magnitude. We use the backward Monte Carlo approach where photons are generated in the230

final outgoing direction at top of the atmosphere and travel backwards. At each interaction231

with the atmosphere or surface, a local estimate is performed, i.e. the probability that the232

photon scatters/reflects towards the sun and is not extinct on its subsequent way through233

the atmosphere is calculated. The sum of all local estimates yields the correct result for the234

radiance measured by the satellite, as can be proven with the von Neumann rule (Marchuk235
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et al. 1980). For a detailed description of the local estimate technique, see Mayer (2009).236

Due to convergence problems arising when using the local estimate technique in the presence237

of clouds, we also use the set of variance reduction techniques VROOM described in Buras238

and Mayer (2011).239

The main uncertainty of MYSTIC is the statistical photon noise (roughly proportional240

to 1/
√
N) which is small provided that the number of photons N is large enough. For the241

purpose of this study, the 3D RT simulations will be considered as ”model truth” against242

which the results of the 1D operator are verified. The big disadvantage of the Monte Carlo243

method is certainly the excessively large amount of computer time required to obtain a result244

with a small statistical error (t ∼ N ∼ σ−2). Therefore, it remains a good research tool for245

producing very realistic simulations, however its capability for operational applications, e.g.,246

observation operators for cloudy satellite radiances, is very limited with current computer247

systems. An example of the computational time in the cases at hand is about 12 hours per248

scene, run on 37 processors.249

For the parameterization of molecular absorption, the LOWTRAN band model by Pier-250

luissi and Peng (1985) has been applied as adopted from the SBDART code by Richiazzi251

et al. (1998). Thus, a three-term exponential fit is used for the transmission which implies252

that one simulation corresponds to three solutions of the RT equation for one spectral incre-253

ment. Standard pre-calculated Mie lookup-tables are used for scattering by water droplets.254

The scattering tables are based on the algorithm described in Wiscombe (1979, edited and255

revised 1996). For the scattering of radiation by non-spherical ice crystals, the parameteri-256

zations by Baum et al. (2005a), Baum et al. (2005b) and Baum et al. (2007) are used. Since257

the main concern of the present work is the effect of clouds on solar radiation, aerosols have258

been neglected at the current stage.259

Within this article, the calculated radiance is converted to reflectance, defined by260

R(θ, φ) =
π · I(θ, φ)

E0 cos θ0

, (2)

where E0 denotes the extraterrestrial flux and θ0 the solar zenith angle (SZA). For the sake261
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of clarity, we have explicitly included the dependencies on viewing angles (zenith angle θ262

and azimuth angle φ).263

3. Parameterizations264

Due to unresolved processes in the model, assumptions about subgrid-scale contributions265

to liquid and frozen cloud water have to be implemented as parameterizations in the forward266

operator besides approximations about the sizes of scattering particles.267

a. Liquid and Ice Water Content268

The input parameters to the forward operator are the grid-scale fields of pressure P ,269

temperature T , and the mixing ratios of humidity QV, liquid cloud water QC, cloud ice QI,270

and snow QS. Model fields of cloud fraction CLC as well as the base height Hbas
SC and top271

height Htop
SC of shallow convective clouds are also input for the forward operator. Since the272

COSMO model resolves deep convection, the corresponding mixing ratios are contained in the273

grid-scale fields in contrast to the treatment of shallow convection which is parameterized as274

a subgrid-scale process. The cloud related input variables (QC, QI, and QS) are all grid-scale275

quantities. To include the impact of subgrid processes in the calculations of radiation, the276

COSMO model uses a subgrid parametrization which derives the respective cloud variables277

Qliq
rad and Qice

rad used in the model’s radiation scheme. To derive the input quantities for the278

RT solver, the VIS and NIR forward operator largely follows this subgrid scheme. The only279

difference is that the forward operator replaces the input variable QI by a mixed variable280

Q̃I = QI + κQS. This slightly revises the separation between ice and snow carried out281

by the COSMO model whose radiative interaction has been tuned with respect to thermal282

radiation only. In the following, we have chosen κ = 0.1 (which should be well within the283

uncertainty related to the partitioning between ice and snow). Although we are aware of284

the fact that this particular choice of κ is rather heuristic, a sensitivity study determining285
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an optimal choice of this parameter goes beyond the scope of this work. For convenience,286

Table 1 summarizes relevant variables and their meanings which are used in the following287

description of the COSMO model’s subgrid scheme.288

In the latter, the grid-scale input variables QC and QI only serve to specify lower bounds289

for the subgrid variables Qliq
sgs and Qice

sgs of in-cloud water mixing ratios (liquid and frozen)290

from which the radiatively active quantities are derived. Apart from these lower bounds,291

Qliq
sgs and Qice

sgs are determined292

i) by the assumption that the subgrid in-cloud water Qsgs is half a percent of the saturation293

value, i.e., Qsgs = 0.005Qsat, and294

ii) by the partitioning of Qsgs which is done through a simple temperature dependent coef-295

ficient fice, i.e., Qliq
sgs = Qsgs (1− fice) and Qice

sgs = Qsgs fice.296

As seen from Eq. (A6) the coefficient fice decreases linearly from the value of one for temper-297

atures below -25◦C to zero at -5◦C (and above). This coefficient is also used in the definition298

of the effective saturation value Qsat which is a linear combination of the saturation val-299

ues over liquid water Qliq
sat and ice Qice

sat respectively, see appendix Eqs. (A5) and (A3) for300

definitions.301

It has to be noted that the Qsgs variable described above represents only one part of302

the subgrid variations which are parametrized in the COSMO model. A second type of303

subgrid variability which the subgrid scheme accounts for stems from shallow convective304

clouds (which are also parametrized in the COSMO model). For this cloud type, Qcon = 0.2305

g/kg has been chosen generally for the in-cloud cloud water mixing ratio (liquid and frozen)306

except for very large values of Qsat (with Qsat > 20 g/kg) for which one percent of Qsat is307

assumed for Qcon. As above, the partitioning of Qcon into liquid and ice clouds (Qliq
con and308

Qice
con) is also determined by the coefficient fice.309

Relating the in-cloud variables to the effective, radiatively active variables Qliq
rad and Qice

rad310

requires a partitioning of the total cloud fraction N = CLC/100 into a shallow convective311
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part Ncon (which is related to Qcon) and the remaining part (N −Ncon) which is related to312

Qsgs. Following the COSMO model’s subgrid scheme, Ncon is diagnosed from the total height313 (
Htop

SC −Hbas
SC

)
of shallow convective clouds as given in Eq. (A7) of the appendix. One can314

write the radiatively active total mixing ratios as315

Qliq
rad = Qliq

conNcon +Qliq
sgs (N −Ncon) ,

Qice
rad = Qice

conNcon +Qice
sgs (N −Ncon) ,

(3)

from which the corresponding values of LWC and IWC (in units of g/m3) are given by316

LWC = Qliq
rad · ρ , IWC = Qice

rad · ρ ' Qice
rad · ρd , (4)

where ρ is the density of humid air and ρd is the density of dry air (in units g/m3). The317

densities are determined using the ideal gas equation of state (A1). In the last step on the318

right of Eq. (4) the fact that ρ can be approximated by ρd at sufficiently low temperatures was319

used (which holds for the temperature range where ice processes are active in this scheme).320

For the RT simulations, a plane-parallel assumption is made which implies that the cloud321

condensate determined by Eqs. (3) and (4) is constant within a grid box.322

b. Microphysical Parameterizations323

Once the total LWC and IWC from both grid-scale as well as subgrid-scale quantities324

have been calculated, further assumptions concerning the associated cloud microphysics have325

to be made. In particular, the effective radii of the scattering particles of solar radiation326

need to be estimated.327

Following the assumptions in Bugliaro et al. (2011), the effective radii of water droplets in328

clouds are parameterized depending on LWC in units of g/m3, droplet number concentration329

N in units of m−3 and water density ρ ≈ 106 g/m3 at 4◦C. The parameterization for the330

effective radius reads331

Rliq
eff =

(
3

4
· LWC

π k N ρ

)1/3

, (5)
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where k = R3
vol/R

3
eff is the ratio between volumetric radius of droplets and the effective332

radius. For all examples given, N = 1.5 · 108 m−3 is chosen according to Bugliaro et al.333

(2011) and the value of k = 0.67 is chosen sensibly for mainly continental clouds according334

to Martin et al. (1994). Lower and upper limits on the effective radii of water droplets335

are taken to be 1µm and 25µm respectively, since we are primarily concerned about cloud336

droplets. Larger droplets, such as rain drops, are neglected.337

For ice crystals, a parameterization of randomly oriented hexagonal columns described338

in Bugliaro et al. (2011) is used who adopted from Wyser (1998) and McFarquhar et al.339

(2003). Similar as for water droplets, the effective radii of ice crystals in cirrus clouds340

depend on IWC in units of g/m3 and temperature T in units of K as given by341

B = −2 + 10−3 (273 K− T )3/2 · log

(
IWC

50 g/m3

)
,

R0 ≈ 377.4 + 203.3B + 37.91B2 + 2.3696B3 ,

Rice
eff =

(
4

4 +
√

3

)
·R0 .

(6)

Effective radii of the scattering ice particles calculated by Eqs. (6) are determined in µm.342

They are restricted to values between 20µm and 90µm.343

4. Parallax Correction344

In this section, a grid transformation on the input variables LWC, IWC, Rliq
eff and Rice

eff345

used by the RT solver is described which corrects the error due to the slant satellite viewing346

angle through the atmosphere. The correction is referred to as parallax correction.347

Each grid box, defined by the indices (i, j, k) representing longitude, latitude, and alti-348

tude, respectively, is shifted horizontally by (∆i,∆j) pixels. The ∆i, ∆j need to be chosen349

such that they correct the parallax. For this purpose, the shift should be350

∆y = ∆z tan θ sinφ , (7)

for the latitudinal direction, where φ is satellite azimuth angle, θ is the satellite zenith angle351
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and ∆z is the altitude of the upper boundary of the grid box, see Fig. 1. For the longitudinal352

direction, the shift should be353

∆x = ∆z tan θ cosφ . (8)

We discretize the shifts by dividing (∆x,∆y) by the grid resolution of 2.8 km and finally354

compute the rounded integers (∆i,∆j). To give an example of typical shifts, we have355

calculated the average over the model domain in each layer. According to Eqs. (7) and (8),356

the shifts are proportional to the height ∆z. Hence, they increase linearly from ∆j = 0 at357

the ground to ∆j ≈ 6 at 10 km in y-direction. In x-direction, the shifts are much less and358

only increase from ∆i = 0 at the ground to ∆i ≈ 1 at 20 km. The smaller adjustments of359

∆i are due to the fact that the longitude of the satellite position (in our case at 9.5◦ east)360

lies within the model domain.361

The transformation mapping the input variables from the old to the new grid is thus362

carried out according to363

X̃ [i+ ∆i, j + ∆j, k] = X [i, j, k] , (9)

run over all grid boxes (i, j, k) where X refers to the three-dimensional arrays containing364

the variables LWC, IWC, Rliq
eff and Rice

eff and X̃ to their values on the new grid. Using the365

transformed grid to simulate RT in ”independent column approximation” (ICA) takes the366

effect of the satellite viewing angles into account, however, with the advantage of using the367

faster 1D RT solver instead of the computationally expensive 3D RT solver. In section 5,368

the results including the parallax correction are compared to the uncorrected 1D operator369

results.370
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5. Accuracy Assessment371

a. Experimental Setup372

As mentioned above, 22 June 2011 has been chosen for the case study to assess the 1D373

operator accuracy. 3h-forecast fields of COSMO-DE are used to simulate synthetic satellite374

images in 3D and 1D at 06, 09, 12, 15, and 18 UTC. For this case study, observations are375

simulated for the SEVIRI instrument aboard the Meteosat 8 satellite of MSG. Nonetheless,376

the forward operator introduced here is not limited to this particular instrument.377

The satellite viewing angles on each individual pixel of the COSMO-DE domain are378

accounted for. In order to have a direct comparison between 3D and 1D RT, additional379

simplifications are made to ensure that no error is introduced due to different treatments380

in the calculations. The simplifications made are that the model levels, as well as the solar381

angles are kept constant over the scene at a particular time. Therefore, a constant SZA is382

assumed throughout the whole domain (corresponding to the pixel in the middle of the scene383

with latitude 50.8 ◦ and longitude 10.4 ◦). Given that we are only interested in the accuracy384

of the 1D operator as compared to a ”perfect” 3D simulation, this slightly unrealistic model385

representation is acceptable. In both 1D and 3D calculations, aerosols have been ignored.386

For our purpose (i.e., improving the location and structure of clouds in a weather forecasting387

model) this seems acceptable since, in the large majority of cases, compared to cloud water388

and ice, aerosols have a subdominant effect on VIS and NIR radiation. In addition, the389

operational COSMO-DE forecasts do not contain aerosols. Any usage of aerosols would thus390

be a crude estimation from which we do not expect a benefit.391

To avoid errors due to boundary effects, a smaller grid of 390×420 pixels is used for392

the evaluation of the accuracy. The first reason for this is that the MYSTIC simulations393

use periodic boundary conditions which would introduce an error in our model truth at394

the boundaries. Secondly, COSMO-DE forecasts are integrated with lower resolution 7 km395

COSMO boundary conditions (COSMO-EU model/domain). These introduce a kind of396
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”driving” error at the edges of the model domain due to possible inconsistencies between397

COSMO-EU and COSMO-DE fields which also requires that the edges are neglected in398

future assimilation experiments. Removing 26 pixels in the north, 15 in the south, 15 in the399

west and 16 in the east of the original COSMO-DE domain, one can ensure that at least 42400

km are cut off of each boundary.401

The 3D MYSTIC simulations have been carried out with N = 3 · 104 photons per pixel.402

In the cases at hand, the MYSTIC simulations have an uncertainty of about 1 − 1.5 %.403

This estimated range for the standard deviation includes clear and cloudy scenes and the404

considered wavelengths.405

In order to quantify the relative difference between 3D and 1D simulations, we use the406

following formula407

|∆R|
R

=

∑
i,j

∣∣R3D
ij −R1D

ij

∣∣∑
i,j R

3D
ij

, (10)

where the sums are calculated over all pixels of the relevant domain and Rij is the reflectance408

in pixel (i, j). Unless stated otherwise, the term relative difference refers to the quantity409

defined in Eq. (10). Similarly, the relative bias is given by410

∆R

R
=

∑
i,j

(
R3D

ij −R1D
ij

)∑
i,j R

3D
ij

. (11)

Another measure commonly used is the root mean square error (RMSE) which we normalize411

with the the mean 3D reflectance R̄ yielding the quantity412

RMSE

R̄
=

1

R̄

√
1

nx ny

∑
i,j

(
R3D

ij −R1D
ij

)2
, (12)

where nx and ny denote the number of pixels in i- and j-direction of the relevant model413

domain.414

b. Results415

By looking at different times of the day, the dependence of the relative difference on the416

SZA is determined in Table 2. The table shows the results of the relative difference defined417
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in Eq. (10) obtained using different corrections simulated for the VIS008 channel of MSG-418

SEVIRI varied over the SZA. For completeness, the corresponding solar azimuth angle (SAA)419

at each time is also given in the table (0◦ corresponds to the southern direction and the angle420

increases clockwise). ”ICA” stands for the plain independent column approximation on 2.8421

km resolution, ”Parallax” denotes the 1D solver applied to the parallax corrected fields on422

2.8 km resolution, ”3×3-Mean” is a moving average of the parallax corrected version where423

the reflectance in each pixel is calculated by taking the moving average over 3 × 3 pixels424

(centered in the respective pixel). ”5×5-Mean” denotes a moving average over 5× 5 pixels.425

An example of the 3D and 1D operator output of a full COSMO-DE scene is depicted426

in Fig. 2. Comparing the two simulations, one can easily distinguish the main differences.427

Cloud shadows become apparent in the 3D simulation in this afternoon scene at 15 UTC428

with a SZA of 50 ◦. These can obviously not be captured by the 1D operator.429

Overall, the parallax correction improves the plain ICA result by about 2 %. Taking430

the moving average over 3 × 3 pixels smooths the field and therefore eliminates errors due431

to small horizontal displacements which results in a further improvement by 1-2 %. Going432

to a smoothing over 5 × 5 pixels results in yet another small improvement. Between 06-15433

UTC, the relative difference is smaller than 9 % in all cases while at 18 UTC, it increases434

significantly to over 20 % in the non-averaged cases. This strong increase in the differences435

is a result of the large SZA of 78◦ which leads to larger cloud shadows than in the earlier436

scenes. A sensitivity study, in which we artificially changed the SZA for the 18 UTC case to437

50◦ (the value at 15 UTC), revealed that the difference is not very sensitive to the type of438

clouds involved. We conclude that for the assimilation of cloudy VIS and NIR reflectances,439

one might want to discard observations with a SZA larger than 70◦ or adjust the errors in440

the assimilation system unless further corrections are applied. The absolute value of the441

relative bias is very small (less than 0.6 %) for all simulated cases (Table 3). For the readers442

more familiar with RMSE statistics, the same results in terms of a normalized RMSE (see443

Eq. 12) are provided in Table 4.444
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To provide an example of the corresponding results for the SEVIRI channels VIS006 in445

the visible with a central wavelength of 635 nm and NIR016 in the near-infrared with the446

central wavelength at 1.64 µm, 3D and parallax corrected 1D simulations have been carried447

out at 15 UTC. Fig. 3 shows the corresponding 3D operator output reflectance fields. For448

channel VIS006, the relative difference is 6.1 % with a bias of -0.4 % and for channel NIR016449

it is 7.0 % with a bias of -1.2 %. We conclude that the accuracies are of similar magnitude450

for the two VIS channels while the NIR channel is slightly less accurate. The model cloud451

fraction at 15 UTC is depicted in Fig. 4. When comparing it to the RT simulations in Figs. 2452

and 3 , it can be seen that the VIS channels mostly represent the lower and medium height453

(400-800 hPa) water clouds. The NIR channel is a good discriminator between ice clouds454

(< 400 hPa) which appear dark due to the fact that ice absorbs stronger than liquid water455

at 1.6µm and the water clouds which appear bright. In particular, the thunderstorm cells456

can well be detected in the NIR. This may be a desirable feature since it provides additional457

information on the localization of clouds, while making a clear distinction between high ice458

clouds and low/medium water clouds.459

Fig. 5 depicts the relative differences
(
R3D

ij −R1D
ij

)
/1

2

(
R3D

ij +R1D
ij

)
in reflectance between460

3D and 1D calculation of channel VIS008 at 12 UTC in each pixel (i, j) of the evaluated461

domain as an example of the effect of the parallax correction. Without the correction, large462

differences are present near the edges of cloud structures. These differences are substantially463

reduced by applying the parallax correction in the 1D calculation. As a comparison, Fig. 5464

also contains the 3D and parallax corrected 1D reflectance fields. It seems that the most465

severe relative differences occur at higher latitudes, in particular at sharp northern cloud466

edges where ice clouds are involved. A reasonable explanation for this is the fact that the467

southern position of the sun at noon produces the largest shadows north of the high clouds.468

In addition, we separately analyzed areas where the differences are largest, i.e. at cloud469

edges. For this investigation, we have applied a threshold considering only those pixels in470

which the difference between 3D and 1D reflectance |∆R| > 0.1. For these pixels with a471
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large difference, the effect of the parallax correction is even larger and the mean relative472

difference between 3D and ICA reduces from 31 % to 23 % with the parallax correction at473

12 UTC.474

A histogram of the relative differences between 3D and parallax corrected 1D reflectances475

at 12 UTC for channel VIS008 is depicted in Fig. 6. The Gaussian fits included show that the476

differences deviate somewhat from a Gaussian distribution. One obvious reason is the higher477

peak around zero which arises from clear sky and very homogeneously clouded regions. In478

such regions, the 1D simulation is nearly a perfect method and as good as the 3D simulation.479

Hence, the height of the peak depends on the cloud cover of the simulated scene. Also, there480

are some events at large multiples of the standard deviation which broaden the Gaussian481

fit. In particular, about 2 % of the differences are outside of the 3σ-range. The observed482

deviation from Gaussian error statistics is, however, expected.483

To demonstrate how the synthetic scenes simulated from model output look compared484

to real observations from MSG-SEVIRI, we provide a time sequence of observations and485

simulations on 22 June 2011 in Fig. 7. The SEVIRI observations of channels VIS008 over486

the diurnal cycle are depicted in the top row, the middle row displays the 3D simulations487

from 3h-forecast fields and the bottom row shows the parallax corrected 1D simulations from488

3h-forecast fields. Overall, both 1D and 3D synthetic satellite images look realistic with the489

exception of the 18 UTC scene, where missing shadow effects in the 1D operator lead to490

unrealistic structures. These missing shadow effects also led to large mean deviations of 1D491

and 3D results (table 2).492

On this particular day, the model forecasts contain substantially more clouds than the493

observations, particularly in the morning scenes. These discrepancies are clearly higher than494

the observation error and the estimated operator error and thus reflect errors in the repre-495

sentation of clouds in the model forecasts. The developed forward operator can therefore496

also be used as a tool to identify potential model weaknesses. To evaluate this in more detail,497

however, requires the systematic comparison of a longer time period as the interpretation of498
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individual scenes may be misleading. Such an evaluation of systematic and stochastic dif-499

ferences for a longer period with the goal to identify model deficiencies in the representation500

of clouds is ongoing and will be subject of a follow-on publication.501

Furthermore, Fig. 7 illustrates the differences between synthetic images from the 1D and502

3D operator which strongly depends on the SZA of the respective scene. For a smaller SZA503

(around 09 or 12 UTC, local noon is around 11:15 UTC), it is hard to tell the difference504

between the two. With increasing angles at, e.g., 06 and 15 UTC, shadow effects become505

more obvious in the output of the 3D operator and at 18 UTC they lead to comparably large506

differences as described before.507

The largest deviations of observed and simulated imagery clearly result from the different508

location (or existence) of clouds in the model forecast and reality and correcting these errors509

is therefore the main intention for assimilating such observations. Pixels that are cloud-free510

in both the model forecast and reality lead to comparably similar results reflecting that511

other operator error sources as e.g. albedo or aerosol assumptions are second-order effects.512

Different cloud types in the forecast and reality as e.g. a semi-transparent cirrus cloud513

instead of an opaque water cloud with very high reflectance values can obviously lead to514

differences, but nevertheless these are still much smaller than the signal of cloudy versus515

clear-sky values.516

To demonstrate how the synthetic scenes simulated from model output look compared517

to real observations from MSG-SEVIRI, we provide a time sequence of observations and518

simulations on 22 June 2011 in Fig. 7. The SEVIRI observations of channels VIS008 over519

the diurnal cycle are depicted in the top row, the middle row displays the 3D simulations520

from 3h-forecast fields and the bottom row shows the parallax corrected 1D simulations from521

3h-forecast fields. Overall, both 1D and 3D synthetic satellite images look realistic with the522

exception of the 18 UTC scene, where missing shadow effects in the 1D operator lead to523

unrealistic structures. These missing shadow effects also led to large mean deviations of 1D524

and 3D results (table 2).525
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On this particular day, the model forecasts contain substantially more clouds than the526

observations, particularly in the morning scenes. These discrepancies are clearly higher than527

the observation error and the estimated operator error and thus reflect errors in the repre-528

sentation of clouds in the model forecasts. The developed forward operator can therefore529

also be used as a tool to identify potential model weaknesses. To evaluate this in more detail,530

however, requires the systematic comparison of a longer time period as the interpretation of531

individual scenes may be misleading. Such an evaluation of systematic and stochastic dif-532

ferences for a longer period with the goal to identify model deficiencies in the representation533

of clouds is ongoing and will be subject of a follow-on publication.534

Furthermore, Fig. 7 illustrates the differences between synthetic images from the 1D and535

3D operator which strongly depends on the SZA of the respective scene. For a smaller SZA536

(around 09 or 12 UTC, local noon is around 11:15 UTC), it is hard to tell the difference537

between the two. With increasing angles at, e.g., 06 and 15 UTC, shadow effects become538

more obvious in the output of the 3D operator and at 18 UTC they lead to comparably large539

differences as described before.540

The largest deviations of observed and simulated imagery clearly result from the different541

location (or existence) of clouds in the model forecast and reality and correcting these errors542

is therefore the main intention for assimilating such observations. Pixels that are cloud-free543

in both the model forecast and reality lead to comparably similar results reflecting that544

other operator error sources as e.g. albedo or aerosol assumptions are second-order effects.545

Different cloud types in the forecast and reality as e.g. a semi-transparent cirrus cloud546

instead of an opaque water cloud with very high reflectance values can obviously lead to547

differences, but nevertheless these are still much smaller than the signal of cloudy versus548

clear-sky values.549
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6. Summary and Outlook550

This article introduces an observation operator for VIS and NIR satellite reflectances.551

The operator is intended as a fast enough tool to study the impact of directly assimilating552

cloudy VIS and NIR observations within LETKF DA systems such as the pre-operational553

KENDA-COSMO system of DWD (or other DA systems that do not require a linearized and554

adjoint operator). Since particularly water clouds have a clearer signal at these wavelengths,555

it seems to be a natural extension to include such observations as a valuable source of556

cloud information. In addition to introducing the technical aspects of the forward operator,557

we have evaluated its accuracy with respect to a computationally expensive Monte Carlo558

radiative transfer model.559

Moreover, a parallax correction is introduced, which corrects 1D simulations for the slant560

path of radiation through the atmosphere towards the observing satellite. The accuracies561

of the independent-column calculation and its parallax corrected version are evaluated by562

comparison to 3D Monte Carlo simulations. The latter are considered as ”perfect” model563

simulations due to their ability to account for arbitrarily complex cloud structures and564

corresponding shadow effects. Furthermore, the effect of horizontal averaging of the 3D and565

1D reflectance fields over both 3 × 3 pixels and 5 × 5 pixels is evaluated to investigate the566

sensitivity of operator accuracy to resolution. The input fields are 3h-forecasts of the limited567

area COSMO model at 06, 09, 12, 15 and 18 UTC on 22 June 2011.568

In summary, all relative differences between 06-15 UTC are about 6-8 % without parallax569

correction for the visible channel VIS008 of MSG-SEVIRI with a central wavelength of 810570

nm. Including the parallax correction in the 1D calculations improves these results to about571

4-6 %. The horizontal averaging over 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 pixels gives a further improvement572

to a difference of less than about 5 % and less than about 4.5 % respectively. This is due573

to the fact that the averaging cancels out some of the horizontal variations on small scales.574

Since the effective resolution is lower than the grid size, similar smoothing routines might575

be relevant for future assimilation experiments to reduce the operator and observation error.576
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In addition, given the deficiency of current models to capture every individual convective577

system, assimilating such observations at a reduced resolution may be a desirable approach.578

As examples, the differences in the two VIS and NIR channels of the SEVIRI instrument,579

VIS006 and NIR016, have also been evaluated at 15 UTC of the same day. The results for580

VIS006 are similar to those for VIS008 while NIR016 is about 1 % less accurate.581

At 18 UTC, the differences turn out to be substantially larger than between 06-15 UTC582

due to the larger SZA leading to an increase in cloud shadows. In the absence of further583

corrections that can account for these 3D effects in the faster 1D simulations, one can draw584

the conclusion that for the assimilation of VIS and NIR satellite reflectance, it is only sensible585

to assimilate when solar zenith angles are smaller than about 70◦. Due to the increased errors,586

observations at larger solar zenith angles however, can either be discarded or assimilated with587

a suitable adaption of the errors in the assimilation system.588

Another error source which is currently neglected are aerosols. Clearly, there are situ-589

ations like volcanic outbreaks, very large fires or large amounts of blowing dust where the590

radiative impact of aerosols may be of similar magnitude (in the VIS and NIR spectral range)591

as that of clouds. While in central Europe such events are very rare and/or of very small592

horizontal extent for the operational practice it could be useful to develop methods (using,593

e.g., a combination of different channels) by which the data assimilation system can differ-594

entiate such signals from those of clouds. Also some quality control methods which prevent595

the assimilation of such data if the probability of a contamination is particularly high, could596

be possible. Similar strategies may have to be employed for the treatment of snow surfaces597

whose radiative signal can be similar to that of low level clouds in the considered frequency598

range.599

A more general limitation to the forward operators accuracy is the simplified one-moment600

microphysics scheme which computes particle size and density from a single cloud water601

variable (for liquid and frozen cloud, respectively). In reality there is more variability in602

these parameters which generally depend on cloud age and cloud type. For the key issue of603
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correcting location error (i.e., mismatches between the locations of observed and modelled604

cloud) these errors are probably not very decisive. For improving, e.g., the ice water content605

in clouds the adequacy of the employed micro-physics scheme might need to be revisited.606

In future studies, the 1D forward operator presented here shall be applied in the KENDA-607

COSMO system of DWD to study the impact of directly assimilating reflectance observations608

of MSG-SEVIRI solar channels. The presented 1D operator is sufficiently fast for such609

case study purposes in an offline calculation as opposed to the 3D operator (which runs610

on 37 processors with a computation time of about 12 hours per scene). Nevertheless, a611

computation time of approximately 5-10 minutes per scene over the whole model domain612

(run on 37 processors) is beyond the limitations of an operational ensemble DA system.613

Thus, a second objective for future research is to test methods to accelerate RT in the VIS614

and NIR spectral range and assess the respective loss in accuracy. We are currently working615

on radiation schemes which are more than two orders of magnitude faster than 16-stream616

DISORT - using alternatively a strongly modified twostream approach or a lookup table.617

The implementation and test of such solvers is ongoing research. In addition to assimilation618

experiments, the observation operator can also be used for sensitivity studies as a tool to619

identify model weaknesses, in particular, concerning the representation of clouds.620
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APPENDIX628

629

Relevant Formulae630

In this appendix, relevant formulae and physical constants used in the operator calcu-631

lations are shortly summarized. Note that the definitions used in the parameterizations of632

subgrid-scale quantities are adopted entirely from the subgrid scheme of the COSMO model633

code and are stated here for completeness only.634

With pressure P and temperature T given, the densities are determined through the635

equation of state for ideal gases636

ρR T = P . (A1)

For the gas constant of dry air, one can plug in the value Rd = 287.05 m3 Pa kg−1 K−1 and637

for water vapor, it is given by Rv = 461.51 m3 Pa kg−1 K−1.638

The saturation vapor pressure over water and ice respectively is given by the Magnus639

formula (Sonntag 1990)640

Eliq ≈ 610.78 Pa · exp

(
17.27 (T − 273.16 K)

T − 35.86 K

)
,

Eice ≈ 610.78 Pa · exp

(
21.87 (T − 273.16 K)

T − 7.66 K

)
,

(A2)

where the particular constants have been adopted from the COSMO model code. The641

approximate temperature ranges of validity of the Magnus formula lie in between −45◦C and642

60◦C over water and in between −65◦C and 0.01◦C over ice. Furthermore, the saturation643

mixing ratios can be calculated as644

Qx
sat ≈

Rd

Rv
Ex

P −
(

1− Rd

Rv

)
Ex

, (A3)

from which one can derive the relative humidity ϕ = Qtot/Qsat using the total humidity645

mixing ratio Qtot = QV +QC +QI. For x one can plug in either water or ice.646
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In the case of a mixed state the gas constant is, strictly speaking, not a constant but647

rather depends on pressure and temperature. It is given by648

R = Rd ·
[
1− ϕ E

P

(
1− Rd

Rv

)]−1

, (A4)

and takes on values between Rd and Rv. Another equivalent way to treat a mixed state is649

to use the virtual temperature TV = T · R/Rd where the gas constant Rd is in fact kept650

constant.651

In the following, some definitions are introduced which are used in the parameterizations652

summarized in section 3. The total saturation mixing ratio is defined as a sum of water and653

ice contributions by654

Qsat = Qliq
sat (1− fice) +Qice

sat fice , (A5)

where the ice fraction is defined as655

fice = 1−min

(
1,max

(
0,

(T − 273.15 K) + 25 K

20 K

))
. (A6)

In addition to the mixing ratios, the COSMO model uses cloud fractions. The shallow656

convective cloud fraction in the subgrid scheme of the model is defined by657

Ncon = min

(
1,max

(
0.05, 0.35

Htop
SC −Hbas

SC

5000 m

))
, (A7)

where the magnitude depends on the heights of the shallow convective clouds, Htop
SC being the658

top height and Hbas
SC the base height. The latter fields are model output in units of m. Htop

SC659

and Hbas
SC are non-zero where the convection scheme produces shallow convective clouds. If660

the height of the considered layer lies between Htop
SC and Hbas

SC Eq. (A7) is applied, otherwise661

we set Ncon = 0.662
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Variable Description

N total cloud fraction

fice ice fraction, portion of water within grid box in frozen phase

Qsat total saturation mixing ratio (liquid and frozen water)

Qliq
rad radiatively active total liquid water mixing ratio used in simulations

Qice
rad radiatively active total frozen water mixing ratio used in simulations

Ncon shallow convective part of the cloud fraction

Qcon total shallow convective mixing ratio (assumption: 0.2 g/kg or 1 % of Qsat)

Qliq
con in-cloud liquid water mixing ratio of shallow convective clouds Qcon (1− fice)

Qice
con in-cloud frozen water mixing ratio of shallow convective clouds Qcon fice

N −Ncon remaining subgrid part of the cloud fraction

Qsgs total subgrid-scale water (assumption: 0.5 % of Qsat)

Qliq
sgs in-cloud liquid water mixing ratio, Qsgs (1− fice) if grid-scale value small

Qice
sgs in-cloud frozen water mixing ratio, Qsgs fice if grid-scale value small

Table 1. Summary of relevant quantities in the calculation of radiatively active liquid and
frozen water mixing ratios in clouds. The upper part of the table contains total quantities,
the middle part is dedicated to variables related to shallow convective clouds and the lower
part describes the general quantities of the subgrid scheme in the COSMO model.
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Time SZA SAA ICA Parallax 3×3-Mean 5×5-Mean
06 66 ◦ 262 ◦ 7.6 % 6.0 % 5.3 % 4.7 %
09 38 ◦ 302 ◦ 6.1 % 4.1 % 3.2 % 2.7 %
12 28 ◦ 19 ◦ 6.1 % 3.9 % 2.8 % 2.2 %
15 50 ◦ 78 ◦ 8.3 % 5.9 % 4.8 % 4.0 %
18 78 ◦ 112 ◦ 23.1 % 21.2 % 19.1 % 17.3 %

Table 2. Relative difference from Eq. (10) between the results of the 3D simulations and
the different 1D simulations depending on the SZA’s for the SEVIRI channel VIS008 with a
central wavelength of 810 nm.

Time SZA SAA ICA Parallax 3×3-Mean 5×5-Mean
06 66 ◦ 262 ◦ 0.39 % 0.47 % 0.47 % 0.47 %
09 38 ◦ 302 ◦ -0.22 % -0.42 % -0.42 % -0.42 %
12 28 ◦ 19 ◦ 0.24 % -0.07 % -0.07 % -0.07 %
15 50 ◦ 78 ◦ -0.22 % -0.51 % -0.51 % -0.51 %
18 78 ◦ 112 ◦ 0.20 % 0.23 % 0.23 % 0.23 %

Table 3. Relative bias from Eq. (11) between the results of the 3D simulations and the
different 1D simulations depending on the SZA’s for the SEVIRI channel VIS008 with a
central wavelength of 810 nm.

Time SZA SAA ICA Parallax 3×3-Mean 5×5-Mean
06 66 ◦ 262 ◦ 10.8 % 8.6 % 7.6 % 6.7 %
09 39 ◦ 302 ◦ 9.6 % 6.1 % 4.6 % 3.8 %
12 28 ◦ 19 ◦ 10.0 % 5.9 % 4.0 % 3.2 %
15 50 ◦ 78 ◦ 13.1 % 9.2 % 7.5 % 6.2 %
18 78 ◦ 112 ◦ 32.5 % 30.1 % 27.0 % 24.4 %

Table 4. Normalized RMSE (see Eq. (12)) between the results of the 3D simulations and
the different 1D simulations depending on the SZA’s for the SEVIRI channel VIS008 with a
central wavelength of 810 nm.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the pre-processing parallax correction routine applied to the input variables
in a slice through the model atmosphere in south-north direction. The satellite zenith angle
θ and distance ∆z (in km) of the grid box top to the ground are used to calculate the shift
∆y (in km) which is performed in the grid transformation. The latter is represented by the
arrows. Each arrow corresponds to the applied shift of the respective grid box. The shaded
grey regions symbolize grid boxes with a higher LWC and which hence contain clouds.
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Fig. 2. Reflectance of a synthetic satellite image simulated with the 3D solver MYSTIC
(upper plot) and with the parallax corrected 1D solver (lower plot) from COSMO-DE 3h-
forecast fields at 15 UTC on June 22nd 2011 (SZA=50◦). The central wavelength used is
810 nm which corresponds to the SEVIRI channel VIS008.
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Fig. 3. Reflectance simulated with the 3D solver MYSTIC at 15 UTC on June 22nd 2011
(SZA=50◦). The central wavelengths used are 635 nm corresponding to the SEVIRI channel
VIS006 (upper plot) and 1.64 µm corresponding to the SEVIRI channel NIR016 (lower plot).
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Fig. 4. COSMO-DE fields high cloud fraction (< 400 hPa) in the upper plot and medium
cloud fraction (400-800 hPa) in the lower plot at 15 UTC in percent.
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Fig. 5. Left: Relative difference in reflectance between 3D and 1D simulation at 12 UTC
(SZA=28◦) for the channel VIS008. The upper plot shows the result without any correction
while in the lower plot, the parallax correction has been applied. Right: Corresponding 3D
(upper plot) and parallax corrected 1D (lower plot) reflectance fields.
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Fig. 6. Histogram of the relative differences between 3D and parallax corrected 1D re-
flectances at 12 UTC for the channel VIS008. The dashed line corresponds to a Gaussian fit
of the full dataset. The solid line represents a Gaussian fit where values outside the 2σ-range
have been discarded.
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Fig. 7. Time sequence of SEVIRI observations (top row) versus 3D simulations (middle
row) and 1D simulations (bottom row) every 3h from 06 to 18 UTC (left to right). The
channel shown is VIS008.
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